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Abstract
Computational techniques have been adopted in medical and biological systems for a long time. There is no doubt that the development and application of computational methods will render great help in better understanding biomedical and biological functions. Large amounts of datasets have been produced by biomedical and biological experiments and simulations. In order for researchers to gain knowledge from original data, nontrivial transformation is necessary, which is regarded as a critical link in the chain of knowledge acquisition, sharing, and reuse. Challenges that have been encountered include: how to efficiently and effectively represent human knowledge in formal computing models, how to take advantage of semantic text mining techniques rather than traditional syntactic text mining, and how to handle security issues during the knowledge sharing and reuse. This paper summarizes the state-of-the-art in these research directions. We aim to provide readers with an introduction of major computing themes to be applied to the medical and biological research.
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INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH MOTIVATION

Applying computational techniques to the simulation and analysis of medical and biological systems has a long history dating back to the earliest analog and even mechanical computers. With the explosion of data brought about by various medical and biological techniques such as modern molecular techniques, it is now increasingly clear to many researchers that future progress in better understanding biomedical and biological functions relies inescapably on the development and application of innovative and advanced computational methods. Biomedical and biological experiments and simulations now routinely produce petascale datasets, a prelude to the even larger, extreme-scale datasets that are about to be common in the near future. Unfortunately, most of datasets collected by medical scientists and biologists are not sufficient for analysis by themselves. On the contrary, data must be transformed into knowledge to be of any real value. Transforming data to knowledge is a nontrivial process and is regarded as a critical link in the chain of knowledge acquisition, sharing, and reuse. It is essential for medical scientists and biologists to obtain an enhanced ability (1) to gain knowledge and understanding from data of increasing size and complexity; and (2) to perform hypothesis testing and knowledge discovery in petascale data. Only this way is it possible for us to change fundamentally our understanding about how humans perceive and gain knowledge from large, complex biological datasets resulting from a variety of experiments and from extreme-scale simulations. Fundamental advances in computing are needed during the aforementioned transformation from data to knowledge. In such a transformation process, scientists are facing three main challenges among others: (1) efficient and effective methods to represent human knowledge in formal computing models; (2) semantic instead of traditional text mining techniques; and (3) security issues when sharing and reusing the knowledge obtained from original datasets.

The rest of this paper addresses the aforementioned three challenges and is organized as follows. We first introduce the background knowledge in ontologies, a formal computing model in knowledge representation. Then we survey currently popular bio-ontologies. Next, we summarize the state-of-the-art research efforts in ontological techniques applied to the medical and biological fields, semantic text mining, and security risks, respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper with some remarks.

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE IN ONTOLOGIES

Ontology is a computational model of some portion or domain of the world\(^3\). The model describes the semantics of terms used in some domain of interest. Ontology is often captured in some forms of a semantic network, i.e., a graph whose nodes are concepts or individual objects and whose arcs represent relationships or associations among the concepts. The semantic network is augmented by properties and attributes, constraints, functions, and rules, which govern the behavior of the concepts. In brief, an ontology consists of a finite set of concepts, along with these concepts’ properties and relationships. Note that some ontologies also contain instances in addition to the aforementioned graphical structure (also known as “schema”).

Ontology heterogeneity is an inherent characteristic of ontologies developed by different parties for the same (or similar) domains. The heterogeneous semantics may occur in two scenarios. (1) Different ontologies could use different terminologies to describe the same conceptual model. That is, different terms could be used for the same concept, or an identical term could be adopted for different concepts; and (2) Even if two ontologies share the same name for a specific concept, that concept’s associated properties and relationships with other concepts are most likely to be different.

Ontology matching is a short term for “ontology schema matching”, also known as “ontology alignment”, or “ontology mapping”. It is the process of determining correspondences between concepts from heterogeneous ontologies (often designed by distributed parties). Such correspondences include many relationships, for example, equivalentWith, subClassOf, superClassOf, and siblings.

CURRENT BIO-ONTOLOGIES

The value of any kind of data is greatly enhanced when data exist in a form allowing integration with other data. One approach to integration is through the annotation of multiple bodies of data using common controlled vocabularies or ontologies. Therefore, research in this area has led to a proliferation of bio-ontologies. The most successful example is the Gene Ontology (GO) Project\(^5\), which is a major bioinformatics initiative aiming to standardize the representation of gene and protein attributes across species and databases. Consisting of three sub-ontologies, i.e., Biological Process, Cellular Component, and Molecular Function, GO provides a controlled vocabulary of terms for describing gene product characteristics and annotation data, as well as tools to access and process such data. The focus of GO is to describe how gene products behave in a cellular context. Besides, research has been carried out for ontology-based data integration in bioinformatics. Note that GO itself is part of a larger classification effort, the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) (short for OBO, formerly Open Biological Ontologies), which is an effort to create controlled vocabularies for shared use across different biological and medical domains.

Other existing bio-ontologies that are commonly used by biological and biomedical researchers include, but not limited to, the RiboWeb ontology, the EcoCyc ontology, the Schulze-Kremer ontology for molecular biology.
(MBO), and the TAMBIS Ontology (TaO). Table 1 from Stevens et al[3] summarizes these bio-ontologies with respect to their organization, structure, purpose, and contents. The column Domain-oriented Component includes domain-specific components and domain generalization components; the column Task-oriented Component identifies task-specific components and task generalization components; and the column KR demonstrates the type of knowledge representation used.

### ONTOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES IN MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Ontological techniques have been widely applied to medical and biological research. All seven systems surveyed in this section have been developed upon some bio-ontologies. We briefly introduce six such systems, followed by the last one where more description of biological aspect is provided to help the reader better understand how biomedical and biological informatics may facilitate domain experts to gain biological insights.

Cantor et al[5] have discussed the issue of mapping concepts in GO to the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). Such a mapping may allow the exploitation of the UMLS semantic network to link disparate genes, through their annotation in GO, to unique clinical outcomes, potentially uncovering biological relationships. This study reveals the inherent difficulties in the integration of vocabularies created in different manners and by specialists in different fields, as well as the strengths of different techniques used to accomplish this integration.

Köhler et al[5] have described principles and methods used to implement Semantic Meta Database (SEMEDA). Database owners may use SEMEDA to provide semantically integrated access to their databases; the owners may also collaboratively edit and maintain ontologies and controlled vocabularies. Biologists can use SEMEDA to query the integrated databases in real time without prior knowledge of structures or any technical details of the underlying databases. The authors aim to handle technical problems of database integration and issues related to semantics, e.g., the use of different terms for the same items, different names for equivalent database attributes, and missing links between relevant entries in different databases.

Sulman et al[6] have reported a high-resolution integrated map of the region constructed (CompView) to identify all markers in the smallest region of overlapping deletion. A regional somatic cell hybrid panel is used to localize more precisely those markers identified in CompView as within or overlapping the region, and a sequence from clones is used to validate STS content by electronic PCR and to identify transcripts. The authors have concluded that the annotation of a putative tumor suppressor locus provides a resource for further analysis of meningioma candidate genes.

Jakoniene et al[7] have argued that during the process of retrieving and information integration from multiple biological data sources, approaches should be enhanced by ontological knowledge. Jakoniene et al[7] have identified different types of ontological knowledge that are available on the Internet. In the light of the ontological knowledge, they have proposed an approach to supporting integrated access to multiple biological data sources. Their work also shows that current ontology-based integration approaches only cover parts of their proposed approaches.

Birkland et al[8] have presented a system, Biozon, to address the problems encountered in the integration of heterogeneous data types in the biology domain. Biozon offers biologists a new knowledge resource to navigate through and explore by unifying multiple biological da-
tabases that consist of a variety of data types (e.g., DNA sequences, proteins, interactions, and cellular pathways). Biozon is different from previous efforts in the sense that it uses a single extensive and tightly connected graph schema wrapped with hierarchical ontology of documents and relations. Beyond warehousing existing data, Biozon computes and stores novel derived data, similarity relationships and functional predictions, for example. The integration of similarity data allows propagation of knowledge through inference and fuzzy searches.

The value of any kind of data is greatly enhanced when data exist in a form allowing the integration with other data. One approach to integration is through the annotation of multiple bodies of data using common controlled vocabularies or ontologies. Unfortunately, the very success of this approach has led to a proliferation of ontologies, which itself creates obstacles to integration. In order to overcome such problems, Smith et al. have described a strategy, namely, the OBO Foundry initiative. The long-term goal of the OBO initiative is that the data generated through biomedical research should form a single, consistent, cumulatively expanding, and algorithmically tractable whole. Efforts to realize this goal are still very much in the proving stage. Nevertheless, the initial efforts reflect an attempt to walk the line between the flexibility that is indispensable to scientific advance and the institution of principles that is indispensable to successful coordination.

Huang et al. have presented a domain-specific knowledge base built upon the Ontology for MicroRNA Targets (OMIT) to facilitate knowledge acquisition in the field of miRNA target gene prediction. The identification and characterization of important roles that miRNAs perform in human cancer has increasingly become an active research area. However, the prediction of miRNA target genes remains a challenging task to cancer researchers. Current prediction processes are time-consuming, error-prone, and subject to biologists’ limited prior knowledge. The OMIT system aims to assist biologists in unraveling important roles of miRNAs in human cancer; thus, OMIT can help clinicians make sound decisions when treating cancer patients. To be more specific, it is well known that each miRNA can have hundreds of possible target genes. Currently, there are many different target prediction databases that are geographically distributed worldwide and that have adopted quite different schemas and terminologies. Moreover, in many cases, additional information for target genes is critical for biologists to understand fully these genes’ biological functions. More often than not, such additional information is not available in target prediction databases. Instead, other resources such as the GO ontologies are needed for this purpose. Taking mir-21 as an example, miRDB, TargetScan, and PicTar report 348, 210, and 175 target genes for mir-21, respectively. It is very challenging, if not impossible, for biologists to search manually a total of 733 candidate target genes, let alone to further search for useful information on each gene hidden in GO. In fact, the situation could be even worse: biologists usually make use of more than three databases in the miRNA research area. To handle this challenge, the OMIT framework helps biologists discover miRNA candidate target genes in a much more efficient manner: (1) knowledge from various databases is automatically obtained, integrated, and presented to users; and (2) related information from GO is provided for each retrieved target gene. In this manner, biologists can save a large amount of time that would have been spent if a manual search were to be carried out. In addition, due to inference engines (also known as ontology reasoners) specifically designed for OWL ontologies, OMIT is able to identify hidden knowledge that is not explicit in the original data. For example, combining the information of “mir-21 promotes hepato-CellularCarcinoma” obtained from the knowledge base, with the fact that “hepatoCellularCarcinoma” is defined as an instance of the concept Carcinoma, which in turn is a subclass of the concept MalignantNeoplasm, a new conclusion, “mir-21 promotes MalignantNeoplasm”, is acquired by reasoning on the concept hierarchy. Similarly, another conclusion, “mir-21 promotes Tumor”, can be readily obtained as well. These extra conclusions will help biologists to generalize their findings to more model systems.

**SEMANTIC TEXT MINING ON CLINICAL AND BIOMEDICAL DATA**

With ontological knowledge bases, text-mining approaches are evolving and have been applied to a wide range of healthcare applications for clustering clinical data and extracting clinical answers. In general, there are four steps to generate annotated text from raw text for semantic text mining: (1) tokenization; (2) lexical processing; (3) syntactic processing to identify sentence structure; and (4) semantic processing with ontologies.

Spasic et al. have summarized different approaches in applying ontologies to text-mining applications in biomedicine. They emphasize that ontologies and terminological lexicons are prerequisites for advanced text mining. They have reviewed various approaches for information retrieval (IR), information extraction (IE), and machine learning (ML). Spasic and his team have concluded that ontologies can be of help in all three tasks in text mining. Ontologies help to relax exact matching in IR, and the hierarchical organization of ontologies and relations between described concepts can be used to constrain or relax a search query. In IE, ontologies can be used in both passive and active ways to extract entities. In ML, ontologies can be applied in term classification, term clustering, and term relation extraction.

Although radiology reports contain valuable information, most are just filed and not referred to later. Gong et al. have proposed a text-mining system to extract and use the information in radiology reports. The text-mining system includes three modules: (1) the Medical Finding Extractor, (2) the Report and Image Retriever, and (3) the Text-Assisted Image Feature Extractor. The first module,
i.e., Medical Finding Extractor, aims to extract medical findings from radiology reports. This module first identifies medical terms from free text radiology reports based on medical lexicons, then extracts findings and modifiers based on semantic rules, and finally it represents findings in the extensible markup language (XML) format; (2) The second module, i.e., Report and Image Retriever, makes report contents searchable. It uses a query analyzer and then uses either exact match or partial match to find field reports; and (3) The last module, i.e., Text-Assisted Image Feature Extractor, uses abnormality detection from text mining to assist feature extraction in medical imaging processing to get favorable results.

Semantic decision support systems can supplement semantic knowledge bases as secondary sources to assist physicians in making sound clinical decisions. Lin et al. have investigated a clinical evidence retrieval system and have hypothesized that grouping retrieved MEDLINE citations into semantically coherent clusters, based on automatically extracted interventions from the abstract text, represents an effective strategy for presenting results, compared with a traditional ranked list. Based on this hypothesis, they have designed a workflow that: (1) identifies all entities belonging to chemicals and drugs, devices, and procedures from retrieved abstracts; (2) extracts main interventions by assigning each intervention (and the associated abstract) to its own cluster; (3) iteratively merges clusters whose interventions share a common UMLS hypernym, ascending the UMLS hierarchy in the process; and (4) sorts results in the order of the original PubMed results within each formed cluster.

Bundschus et al. have focused on extracting both the existence of a relation and its type from biomedical text using conditional random fields. Bundschus et al. have conducted two sets of experiments: (1) disease-treatment relation extraction from PubMed abstracts; and (2) gene-disease relation extraction from GeneRIF. Based on the experiments, they have concluded that the discriminative approaches Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are better than the Generative approach in this task. However, ANNs suffer from feature numbers. Training of CRFs is much faster than Support Vector Machine (SVM) because no feature selection is needed.

SECURITY RISKS TO MEDICAL DATA
RESEARCH

In addition to an impact on the quality and rate of discovery and innovation, the abundance of digital data arising from medical informatics promises to transform healthcare through the meaningful use of electronic health records and medical data. Year 2015 is the deadline set by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 for hospitals, clinics, and practices to adopt level 1 meaningful use. This legislation has as its goal the development of a nationwide health and medical information technology infrastructure. This infrastructure is designed to improve healthcare outcomes, reduce healthcare costs, and further innovation and discovery by integrating technology into the flow of clinical practice. Health and medical data must be interoperable, private, and secure.[13]

As this health and medical data technology infrastructure emerges and evolves, a host of threats to security and privacy will likewise emerge and evolve. Healthcare and medical systems are a very complex interplay of technologies, people, policy, and legislation. However, these systems operate in an especially challenging security environment because healthcare and medical data must be captured and retrieved at the point-of-care, that is, it must be mobile and wireless.

This section focuses on risks to security and privacy of healthcare and medical data in terms of security and privacy threats. A threat can be defined as the exploitation of a system vulnerability. Vulnerability is defined as “a flaw or weakness in system security procedures, design, implementation, or internal controls that could be exploited to accomplish a security breach or a violation of the system’s security policy.”

Much work has been done to catalog and classify vulnerabilities to healthcare and medical data. Landry et al. have developed a threat tree to assess and manage risks to healthcare and medical data. Kotz has proposed a framework that organizes a set of 25 threats by identity threats, access threats, and disclosure threats. Samy et al. have identified 22 categories of health information systems threats. Their research has identified five critical areas, namely, power failure/loss, acts of human error or failure, technological obsolescence, hardware failures or errors, and software failures or errors. The focus of this literature review is vulnerabilities associated with unauthorized manipulation, data loss, and data corruption. Consequences of exploiting security vulnerabilities include exposure to economic harm, mental anguish, social stigma, identity theft, and poor healthcare and medical outcomes. What follows is a selected list of vulnerabilities reported in the literature.

Vandalism of health and medical data can be thought of in the broader context of cyber protest. Cyber protest is an expression of a social movement through the use of information technologies. Cyber protesters have long targeted controversial healthcare such as abortion or medical animal research.

Samy et al. have ranked hardware and software failures among the top five out of 22 threats to healthcare and medical data. Hardware failures have long been a security and privacy issue in the application of information technology to the management of healthcare and medical data. Hardware failures include “hard” failures (e.g., hard drive crashes and failure of backup technology) as well as “soft” failures (e.g., poor planning of storage requirements and external media).

If inappropriately implemented, information technology can actually lead to healthcare and medical errors that represent an unintended exploitation of a vulnerability. For example, recent studies have shown that com-
puter physician order entry (CPOE) systems can facilitate medication and order entry errors. There are two major causes for this type of error. First, healthcare and medical data come from a wide range of sources and in varying formats. If medical data are not correctly integrated in the database or inappropriately juxtaposed on a computer screen, medical errors can occur. Second, the introduction of information technology into the flow of point-of-care processes inevitably changes and affects the normal flow of events. Caregivers operate in a multi-tasked, time-sensitive, and frenetic environment. If the creation and retrieval of healthcare and medical data poorly matches the normal flow of healthcare delivery, time-sensitive therapies such as early resuscitation may be delayed to the detriment of patients’ health and chances of survival.

Malicious threats to the healthcare and medical infrastructure are very real. One needs only recall the 1982 Tylenol cyanide contamination case. The information technology equivalent is the threat of malware\textsuperscript{[10]}. Developing “tamper-proof”\textsuperscript{[10]} mechanisms for the information technology that manages healthcare and medical data is a nontrivial challenge. An example of a class of Tylenol-like threats is malware in embedded medical devices\textsuperscript{[32,33]}. Medical devices must be connected to other devices and servers through wireless communications, therefore, the data transmitted \textit{via} wireless networks are vulnerable to both security and privacy threats.

Next-generation information technology infrastructure will have to increase the availability and accuracy of healthcare and medical data. However, unauthorized access is still a serious vulnerability. There are many forms of and reasons for unauthorized access such as acquiring medical treatment with a different person’s insurance policy\textsuperscript{[24]}. Such unauthorized access is regarded as a form of identity theft. Note that a common vulnerability arises from the very nature of healthcare delivery. The first directive of caregivers is to do no harm and to save life. So-called “break-the-glass” life-or-death situations require that data access policies are circumvented, thus exposing healthcare and medical data to unauthorized access.

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Innovative computing methodologies built upon the increasingly pervasive cyber infrastructure are required in order for medical scientists and biologists to obtain an enhanced ability to integrate, share, and reuse originally heterogeneous data from distributed laboratories. Researchers are facing many challenges to revolutionize efficiently the traditional medical and biological research, to conceptualize data, and to acquire in-depth knowledge out of original datasets thereafter. In this paper, we have highlighted state-of-the-art research efforts in three related fields: ontological techniques in medical and biological research; semantic text mining on clinical and biomedical data; and security risks to medical data. The goal of this paper is to provide readers with an introduction to major computing themes that can help scientists obtain a better understanding of important biological functions at different levels.
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